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"Baam!"

Just then, following a huge sound, a figure was sent flying into the mansion.

It was none other than the Southern Boss.

The Southern Boss slammed hard against the floor and spawled blood from his mouth, before slumming on the ground

helplessly.

At the same time, Alfred strode in along with a few Dragon Guards.

It was evident that the Dragon Guards were the ones who stopped the Southern Boss from running.

Leon once sought help from the Dragon Corps and Alfred, who was worried about Leon, decided to come to Leon's rescue with

a few formidable Dragon Guards.

However, the distance between the mansion and the southern branch office was vast and he just managed to arrive moments

ago.

He knew that Leon just reached the Almighty State with the help of the Nine Suns Flower, which meant that he was not close to

matching the Southern Boss's strength.

He already knew that Loen was no match for the Southern Boss. Hence, when he saw the Southern Boss darting out of the

mansion, his first thought was that Leon might have

already died at the hands of the Southern Boss or that the Southern Boss was plotting something.

Not daring to hesitate, he struck and sent the Southern Boss flying.

"It's the Dragon Guards!"

Everyone in the mansion was shocked when they saw Alfred coming in.

They all knew that the Dragon Corps aimed to maintain order in the community, but they rarely got involved in personal conflicts

between families. Therefore, none of them expected the Dragon Guards to appear, led by the most powerful individual in the

Southern region branch, Alfred.

"Here you are, Mister Glasbey!" Overjoyed, Leon hurried over.

He thought that the Southern Boss got away, but Alfred arrived just in time to stop the Southern Boss, so both Leon and Arthur

were pleasantly surprised.

"Leon, are you alright?"

"Of course! Never better!"

Alfred walked over to scan Leon, before sighing a breath of relief. He was worried that the Southern Boss might have defeated

Leon, but Leon seemed fine.

"Mister Glasbey, what’s the meaning of this? Why did you attack me out of the blue?" The Southern Boss questioned sharply.

He knew that the Dragon Corps rarely interfered with martial artists' conflicts, so he could not comprehend why the Dragon

Guards were here, nor could he understand what prompted Alfred to attack him.

He was so close to escaping but was instantly sent back to the battlefield by Alfred, so his frustration was beyond measure.
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